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July 27th, 2020  
 

Quick Thoughts… 

I’m going to attempt to keep my comments and thoughts both brief and precise in this week’s missive.  

There is no shortage of issues and events occurring on a daily basis that are having a disproportionate impact 

on various markets, therefore I thought it would be useful to regular readers for me to walk through various 

asset classes and share my view on what’s transpiring as well as what may be driving the price action.   

 

U.S. Dollar Index: 

In my opinion, the relentless slide in the U.S. dollar index should be front and center on all investors’ radar 

screens right know.  Reason being is that the U.S. dollar is the denominator for almost every asset in the 

world given that it’s the world’s reserve currency, and if we are moving into a sustained weak dollar 

environment, then that will have a profound impact on the relative value of almost every asset class around 

the world.  At the moment, the DXY dollar index is falling below some key technical levels as it’s trading at 

just under 93.70 to close out the day.  This has pushed the dollar index down to its lowest levels since 

September 2018, and the technical breakdown suggests that a visit with the February 2018 trough at 88.5 is 

in the cards.  As you can see from the below chart from David Rosenberg of Rosenberg Research, the index 

just entered into a death cross where the 50-day moving average crossed below the 200-dma, which is a 

powerful technical indicator on future price direction.  
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As of now, the dollar is extremely oversold and sentiment is getting pretty extreme to the downside, so a 

bounce should be expected, but it’s the size of the bounce that will be telling.  There are legitimate 

fundamental drivers for why the dollar is weakening relative to most other currencies: 

 

1. The U.S. has handled the Covid-19 outbreak much worse than other developed markets, and hence 

our ability to reopen and recovery quickly will be hampered more so than other regions.  As such, 

U.S. economic growth will lag the pick-up in the rest of the world.  Keep in mind that this pandemic 

is a fluid situation that could change at any time and in any part of the world, so an improvement in 

the U.S. relative to other parts of the world could swing the pendulum back rather abruptly.  

 

2. The U.S. fiscal response has been much more aggressive, and as such the amount of money we’re 

printing and the debt we’re adding to the public purse is 2-4x the level of other developed economies.  

An important characteristic on this front is that almost all of this fiscal stimulus is coming by way of 

direct subsidies to businesses and households to offset the crater created by the fall in wages, salaries, 

and overall demand destruction.  Very little of this stimulus is targeting productivity enhancing 

activities that could deepen the overall capital stock or lend itself to generating a long-term return on 

capital to pay back some of these policies. 

 

The House, Senate, and Trump Administration are collaborating on the next package so as to avert a 

meaningful fiscal cliff coming by week’s end with the $600/week in enhanced unemployment 

benefits set to expire.  GOP Senators want to reduce this benefit amount to $200/week, and if that 

were to be the case, with 30 million Americans receiving some form of unemployment benefits – 

you’re looking at a cut in aid of nearly $45 billion per month.  That is a negative rate of change that 

will leave an impact, and not in a good way for the consumption story.   

 

3. While interest rates still remain higher in the U.S. than comparable interest rates in the rest of the 

world, the gap has narrowed quite a lot over the past three-months and therefore the yield 

enhancement argument of owning U.S. dollars and U.S. Treasuries isn’t as alluring.   

 

Back to the dollar for a moment – have a look at the below chart from Julian Brigden of MI2 Partners that 

plots the dollar bull market that kicked off in late 2011.  There are two different dollar indexes being plotted 

on this chart, with clear trend-lines that have been respected throughout this nine-year dollar-bull-market.   
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If/when the dollar breaks down in a sustained manner, the investment opportunity set that has persisted for 

the past decade gets flipped almost on its head.  The unshakable trend of “own Tech and don’t worry about 

owning anything else” is at risk.  Owning U.S. stocks over the rest of the world is also at risk.  Commodities, 

which I’ll dive into in a moment, would become investable for something more than a trade for the first time 

in a decade. 

 

Commodities: 

Speaking of commodities, more and more attention is starting to be paid to the move in gold as it makes it 

into the mainstream media on a daily basis at this point.  And why not, with gold making a new all-time high 

today as it pushed above $1,940/oz and silver has skyrocketed to $24.75/oz from under $12.00/oz at its 

March low.  So much focus and attention is paid to the FANG stocks and how great they’re doing (I had a 

client point this out to me last week on a conference call), but very little mention is made of silver 

appreciating 110% since March 18th, or if you don’t like cherry picking the low, then how about it being up 

37% on the year?  Or gold, which is now up over 27% on the year, 32% from its March low, or up over 60% 

since October 2018 (when the growth rate in the U.S. expansion peaked for the last cycle).  Sure, the Nasdaq 

Composite has been a great place to be (+17% year-to-date, +58% off the March low, and +31% since 

October 2018), and I’m not knocking the dominance of the big five (Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, & 

Facebook), but the Nasdaq Composite has lagged the precious metals space.  Alright, I’m going to stop 

before inviting further vitriol into my inbox by antagonizing the Tech aficionados.  Here’s a simple solution: 

why not own both? 

 

One last comment on gold and silver before moving on – the move up in each over the past month (gold 

+9% and silver +34%) has been breathtaking.  And while I think there are some clear long-term fundamental 

drivers for these precious metals to continue to move higher, some consolidation at current levels or a 

correction that removes some of the current froth should be embraced, not feared.  As for commodities 

beyond the precious metals, they seem to be latching on to the trend that is already afoot in gold and silver.  

Larry McDonald and his team over at ‘The Bear Traps Report’ blog put out a must-read piece about a week 

ago tying together all of the moving parts between fiscal policy, monetary policy, the dollar, and 

commodities, and what the possible implications may be for long-term investment returns looking forward.    

 
Link to: The Bear Traps Report - The Cobra Effect  

 

In a nutshell, the global economic world does not operate in a vacuum.  None of us know definitively what 

the long-term consequences will be of this massive incursion of experimental fiscal and monetary policy 

tools into the global economy and capital markets, but stowing away one’s hard earned capital into assets of 

a real / tangible variety make a lot of sense.  This doesn’t imply just commodities, real estate, or other hard 

assets, but also equities that have these characteristics and cater to needs-based consumption. 

 

U.S. Equities and the Economy: 

The U.S. data flow (outside of housing, which has been white hot) has been showing definitive signs of 

cooling off according to the latest high frequency data.  The NY Fed Weekly Economic Index showed its 

first sequential weakening since April 25th, slipping to -7.08 for the week of July 18th from -6.99 as of the 

week of July 11th.  Moreover, there has been no net change in this metric since June 22nd, and last week’s 

initial unemployment claims data (which rose for the first time in 18 weeks) indicates that the improvement 

we were seeing in the labor market has stalled out.  

 

On the earnings front, this week will be the busiest of the quarter with more than one-third (192 in total) of 

the members of the S&P 500 due to report results.  Roughly 130 companies have reported Q2 earnings so 

far, with the bulls latching on to the data point that 80% of companies have topped expectations.  This fact 

https://www.thebeartrapsreport.com/blog/2020/07/21/the-cobra-effect/
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isn’t wrong, I just find it so misleading for those investors who are less aware, as I wonder if they would 

really think that everything was awesome if they knew that the index was on track to show over a 40% 

plunge in EPS for Q2.  This would represent the sharpest decline since the fourth quarter of 2008, when 

earnings collapsed 69% (well, I guess we have that to be grateful for, as it wasn’t as bad as that…).  

Meanwhile, the actual earnings results are grossly below where analyst estimates were at the start of 2020, 

and yet the S&P 500 is unchanged on the year.   

 

What that means is that the move off of the March lows, when a lot of investors were pricing in the world 

coming to an end, has seen the forward 12-month P/E ratio on the S&P 500 expand from 13.1x to over 21x.  

Don’t worry though, as valuation has become a meaningless fundamental variable (or so they say, as I let out 

a giant sigh…), and there is nothing to worry about a 21x forward P/E flirting with the all-time level it 

reached at the peak of the Tech Bubble back in 2000.   

 

Look, I can appreciate (and to a certain degree, embrace) that in this new reality – where interest rates are 

nailed to the floor, the Treasury department is willing to dole out money to anyone and anything with a pulse 

(even to some without a pulse), and the Fed is fine with monetizing it all through the expansion of its balance 

sheet – that such an environment may command a higher valuation multiple.  I can also buy into the 

argument that markets are forward looking and stocks tend to rise sharply in anticipation of earnings 

improving considerably off of a deep trough.  But at some point, companies are going to have to do more 

than just beat an extremely low bar to remove the nervousness and anxiety, carried by many investors like 

myself, of being able to fully embrace a new higher multiple valuation regime.  

 

Fixed Income: 

Really, the only thing I have to say about the fixed income market at the moment is that with a 10-year 

Treasury yield trading at 0.58%, it isn’t buying into the reflation optimism story that other asset classes are 

telling.  Perhaps the bond market is already convinced that it’s just a matter of time before the Fed rolls out 

Yield Curve Control (YCC) and interest rates are fixed along the curve.  We should get some more color on 

this on Wednesday when the Fed concludes its meeting.  This meeting and the message coming out of it, as 

well as Thursday’s earnings results from the likes of Apple, Amazon, and Alphabet, are the two big events 

this week.  In my opinion, the Fed is becoming less relevant by the day.  Not less important…No, no, no, 

they are and will remain extremely important because as fiscal policy makers and fiscal spending make the 

government a larger and more permanent fixture in the economy, it will be the Fed’s responsibility to keep 

the liquidity spigot wide open to monetize the growing debt load.  In the environment we are moving into, it 

has become a matter of national security to prevent interest rates from increasing at the current level of debt 

that the U.S. and global economy is carrying.  In such an environment it becomes the currency market that is 

the release valve, and as I highlighted above, that is hitting some critical levels.        
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